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UV24-MM+
ENSURE YOUR TECHNOLOGY TOUCHPOINTS ARE SAFE FROM 
VIRUSES & BACTERIA WITH UV CLEAN FOR RETAIL & HOSPITALITY

The use of Touchscreens in all sectors from Airports to 
self checkouts is a feature of life in the 2020’s. The reality 
of the new normal is that both customers and staff using 
the touchscreens are increasingly aware that unless these 
screens are regularly cleaned they are a petri dish of 
viruses and bacteria. They need to be cleaned ideally after 
use by every single individual. This traditionally means 
cleaning the screen manually using disinfectant which to 
be effective means powering down the screen, applying 
the liquid by a cloth and leaving for 4 minutes then power 
the screen back up again. The result is the operation of 
the touchscreen becomes impractical and the disinfectant 
liquid may cause major damage to the screen electronics.

The UV24-MM+ from ENS solves this problem by using 
UV-C Light technology to automatically kill 99.9% of 
viruses and bacteria (including Coronavirus) on the 
touchscreen  after use by an individual. UV-C light is an 
established safe and internationally recognised solution 
to killing viruses and bacteria and is used extensively in 
the medical environment to ensure that surfaces are safe. 
The UV24-MM+ enables this technology to be used on all 
touchscreens up to 24”. The solution is easily fitted on 
the top of the screen, it requires no software integration 
and has a working life of 10,000 hours. Because it works 
automatically after every user it ensures the new user 
can touch the screen and not be exposed to any viruses 
and bacteria from previous users. It reduces the cost of 
cleaning both labour and materials and utilising our ROI 
model we can demonstrate a return within 75 days. 

Customers and staff can feel safe that Touchscreens 
using UV24-MM+ are 99.9% free of viruses and bacteria 

https://www.ens-co.com
https://share.hsforms.com/1CMldDvBAS2azhVhzVADYAQ3r2sf
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Tailwind FlexiPole™ from ENS is a versatile pole mount 
system compatible with all major payment terminal 
types. Security is     designed into FlexiPole through a 
unique latching system which  securely holds the device 
in place, together with additional security options. 

A recent addition to the FlexiPole range is the ability to add UV-C 
disinfection at the Point of Interaction. This game-changing 
technology fits to all FlexiPole stands and allows for safe and 
effective disinfection of high touch areas such as the keypad.

With liquid disinfectants causing damage to the device 
and overlays nullifying PCI compliance, UV-C is the gold 
standard for disinfection. Low-dose UV-C light is damaging 
to pathogens but safe for customers and colleagues.

 Automated disinfecting cycle

        Motion activated for safe deployment of UV-C light

        Independent low energy LED task light

        100% recyclable UV stable ABS plastic

        USB power cable & power adapter included

        One-year warranty

        Extended Warranty options available

PRODUCT DETAILS

PRODUCT CODE: 367-5456
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